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Many contributions

As the first manager of Kresge, Mr. Murphy had to develop the policies which have made the Auditorium and the Chapel valuable assets to the MIT Community.
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-- Carry On."

Alpha Chi's spirit was expressed by Murphy when they were built.

At the Awards Convocation in 1961, Mr. Murphy was given a surprise honor. At the close of the convocation he was called to the stage by President Julius Stratton and presented with a silver tray and a check from his many MIT friends. President Stratton added: "There is hardly anyone at MIT who has not been the beneficiary of your generous spirit."

Lean to APO

Gardiner Gay '67, president of the Alpha Chi Chaper of APO, expressed the feelings of all in saying: "Alpha Chi Chapter of Alpha Phi Omega is deeply saddened by the loss of Brothers Murphy, Wright, Kell, Augustine, and Allen. The theme of the APO National Convention to which they were headed was "In Brotherhood - Carry On." Alpha Chi's spirit is strong, and APO at MIT will carry on."

Prof. Mason appointed RLE associate director

Prof. Samuel J. Mason has been appointed Associate Director of the Research Laboratory of Electronics. Prof. Mason, who has been a staff member of the Laboratory since 1945, and a faculty member of the Research Laboratory since 1945 and a faculty member of the Department of Electrical Engineering since 1946, holds his A.B. degree from Rutgers University, and his Master's and Doctorate degrees from MIT.

During World War II, Prof. Mason worked on microwave radar antennas at the MIT Radiation Laboratory. His more recent work includes research on sensory aids for the blind, real-time data processing, and the design and operation of tactile and auditory displays.

As leader of the Optical Information Processing Group in RLE, he has played a major role in the development of experimental reading-machine systems.

Prof. Mason is a member of Tau Beta Pi,Eta Kappa Nu, and Sigma Xi, a Fellow of the IRE, and a member of the Biomedical Engineering Training Committee of the National Institute of General Medical Science.

NEW BOOK BUILDING

Great selection of hundreds of titles on sale at both the new bookstore and the Tech Book Department (MIT Student Center).

HOUSEWARE & GIFT DEPARTMENT

Downtown Store, Main Building

Bakelite Save On Warranted Towels (Only at Downtown Store) — Best Pillows — Numbers Imported Rugs (Only at Main Store) — Oriental Spunlace Sheet & Piece Place Setting — Bassinet Steel by Fraser — Furnishings, Furniture, Bedding, Bath Goods — Furniture — Tables and Desks — Limited Quantities — Limited Quantities — Limited Quantities.

STATIONERY DEPARTMENT

Street Floor, Main Store

Big Sale on Bakelite Cassas with Walnut Finished Shelves — E.L. Ultra Violet Sun Lamp — Beautiful Christmas Trees, Sale at both the new bookstore and the Tech Book Department (MIT Student Center).

CAMERA DEPARTMENT

Mezzanine Floor, Main Store

Click off great savings on assorted camera bags. Ultralight Electronic Flashers, Edixa 16 Mirroflex Camera with Meter and Slide View, a Coop Extra Special at 99c each. All Items are available at both the Harvard and MIT stores unless otherwise indicated.

The Coop

Open Thurs., 'til 3 P.M. thru January

Regular Hours: 8:50-5:30 PM, Monday - Saturday.

Free Parking . . . Church St. Garage for 1 hour with purchase of $3.00 or more at the Coop.

Elise's

FAMOUS ROAST BEEF SPECIAL

LAMBCHOP—KNAACKWURST—

BRATWURST with SAUERKRAUT

or POTATO SALAD

"Und die farben Wurstwaren"
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